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bstract. We propose an adaptively synchronous scalable spread
pectrum (A4S) data-hiding strategy to integrate disparate data,
eeded for a typical 3-D visualization, into a single JPEG2000 for-
at file. JPEG2000 encoding provides a standard format on one
and and the needed multiresolution for scalability on the other. The
ethod has the potential of being imperceptible and robust at the

ame time. While the spread spectrum (SS) methods are known for
he high robustness they offer, our data-hiding strategy is removable
t the same time, which ensures highest possible visualization qual-

ty. The SS embedding of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)-
omain depth map is carried out in transform domain YCrCb com-
onents from the JPEG2000 coding stream just after the DWT
tage. To maintain synchronization, the embedding is carried out
hile taking into account the correspondence of subbands. Since
ecurity is not the immediate concern, we are at liberty with the
trength of embedding. This permits us to increase the robustness
nd bring the reversibility of our method. To estimate the maximum
olerable error in the depth map according to a given viewpoint, a
uman visual system (HVS)-based psychovisual analysis is also
resented. © 2010 SPIE and IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3427159�

Introduction
he first decade of the twenty-first century has witnessed a

evolution in the form of memory and network speeds and
omputing efficiencies. Simultaneously, the platform and
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client diversity base have also been expanding, with pow-
erful workstations on one extreme and handheld portable
devices, like smart phones, on the other. Still versatile are
the clients whose needs evolve with every passing moment.
Hence, the technological revolution notwithstanding, deal-
ing with the accompanying diversity is always a serious
challenge. This challenge is more glaring in the case of
applications where huge data are involved. One such appli-
cation is the area of 3-D visualization where the problem is
exacerbated by the involvement of more than one set of
data.

A typical 3-D visualization is based on at least two sets
of data: a 2-D intensity image, called texture, with a corre-
sponding 3-D shape rendered in the form of a range image,
a shaded 3-D model, and a mesh of points. A range image,
also sometimes called a depth image, is an image in which
the pixel value reflects the distance from the sensor to the
imaged surface.1 The underlying terminology may vary
from field to field, e.g., in terrain visualization height/depth
data are represented in the form of discrete altitudes which,
upon triangulation, produce what is called a digital eleva-
tion model �DEM�: the texture is a corresponding aerial
photograph overlaid onto the DEM for visualization. Simi-
larly, in 3-D facial visualization, the D color face image
represents the texture but the corresponding depth map is
usually in the form of what is called a 2.5-D image. The
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)1
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atter is usually obtained2 by the projection of the 3-D po-
ygonal mesh model onto the image plane after its normal-
zation.

To cater to client diversity and unify the disparate 3-D
isualization data, we are proposing in this work an adap-
ively synchronous scalable spread spectrum �A4S� data-
iding strategy. We are relying on the multiresolution char-
cter of the DWT-based JPEG2000 format for scalability,
hereas data hiding is being employed to unify the data

nto a single standard JPEG2000 format file. The proposed
ata-hiding method is blind, robust, and imperceptible. Ro-
ustness is offered by spread spectrum �SS� embedding,
nd imperceptibility is provided by the removable nature of
he method.

One might wonder why we employ data hiding when a
epth map can be easily inserted to the format header of
PEG2000 compressed texture. One can even think of con-
idering the DEM data as the fourth component besides the
CrCb components of texture. Our counterargument is that

lthough there exist such approaches, e.g., GeoJP23 and
MLJP24 for terrain visualization, the problem is the esca-

ation in the size of the texture file. That is to say, the
rocess is additive and the final coded texture is of the
rder X+Y, where X is the size of the original texture and Y
s the size of its depth map. What we are after is that the
oded texture should be on the order of X, i.e., X+Y �X. In
ddition, the data will be synchronized and each texture
lock/coefficient would roughly contain its own depth map
oefficient, a feature lacking in the aforementioned ap-
roaches, and they may need explicit georeferencing to
chieve it. Note that GeoJP2 is a GeoTIFF-inspired method
or adding geospatial metadata to a JPEG2000 file. The
eoTIFF specification5 defines a set of TIFF tags provided

o describe all cartographic information associated with
IFF imagery that originates from satellite imaging sys-

ems, scanned aerial photography, scanned maps, and
EM. In itself, GeoTIFF does not intend to become a re-
lacement for existing geographic data interchange stan-
ards. The mechanism is simple using the widely supported
eoTIFF implementations, but the introduction of new uni-
ersally unique identification �UUID� boxes has the disad-
antage that there is an increase in the original JPEG2000
le size. GMLJP2, on the other hand, envisages the use of

he geography markup language �GML� within the XML
oxes of the JPEG 2000 data format in the context of geo-
raphic imagery. A minimally required GML definition is
pecified for georeferencing images while also giving
uidelines for encoding of metadata, features, annotations,
tyles, coordinate reference systems, and units of measure
s well as packaging mechanisms for both single and mul-
iple geographic images. DEMs are treated the same way as
ther image use cases, whereas coordinate reference system
efinitions are employed using a dictionary file. Thus DEM
s either provided as a TIFF file and its name is inserted
etween proper GML tags, or its points are directly inserted
nto the GMLJP2 file. In the former case, there is no reduc-
ion in the number of files, whereas in the latter case the
mount of data is increased.

In real-time face visualization context, two areas are of
pecial interest in contemporary research, namely video
onference and video surveillance. In earlier video confer-
nce applications, the aim was to change the viewpoint of
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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the speaker. This allowed in particular the recreation of a
simulation replica of a real meeting room by visualizing
virtual heads around a table.6 Despite the fact that many
technological barriers have been eliminated—thanks to the
availability of cheap cameras, powerful graphic cards, and
high bitrate networks—there is still no efficient product that
offers a true conferencing environment. Some companies,
such as Tixeo in Montpellier, France7 propose a 3-D envi-
ronment where interlocutors can interact by moving an ava-
tar or by presenting documents in a perspective manner.
Nevertheless, the characters remain artificial and do not
represent the interlocutors’ real faces. In fact, it seems that
changing the viewpoint of the interlocutor is considered
more a gimmick than a useful functionality. This may be
true of a video conference between two people, but in the
case of a conference that would involve several interlocu-
tors spread over several sites that have many documents, it
becomes indispensable to replicate the conferencing envi-
ronment. In the case of 3-D face data, wavelets have been
extensively employed,8 but rather than the visualization, the
focus has traditionally been on feature extraction for face
recognition.

The rest of the work is arranged as follows. Our method
is explained with details in Sec. 2, while the results we
obtained are elaborated on in Sec. 3. Section 4 concludes
this work.

2 Proposed Adaptively Synchronous Scalable
Spread Spectrum Data-Hiding Method

In this section, we present our method for adaptive scalable
transfer and online visualization of textured 3-D data. In
our previous efforts, a LSB-based data-hiding strategy was
employed to synchronously unify lossless wavelet-
transformed DEM in the Y/Cr/Cb plane of the correspond-
ing texture in the DWT domain from the JPEG2000
pipeline.9 In the said work, the focus was perceptual trans-
parency and little attention was paid to robustness. That is
why LSB-based embedding was employed. This present
effort is different from the previous one in various aspects.
First, we are opting for a spread spectrum �SS� strategy for
improving robustness, especially with communication
across some noisy channel. We know that LSB-based em-
bedding is the most vulnerable to noise and there is every
chance to lose vital depth map information. Besides, by
opting for SS embedding we have not lost sight of percep-
tual transparency, as the reversibility of our strategy en-
ables us to get the maximum possible texture quality. The
second improvement, from the past, is the adjustment in the
synchronization in embedding. Rather than synchronizing
with a whole component, we are adapting it to a subset of
subbands of the component. This would enable us to have
far better quality of the depth map than the past. Closely
related is the systematic calculation in the form of the level
of detail �LOD� viewpoint analysis, carried out in the fol-
lowing section to determine allowable error in the depth
map. The employment of wavelet-based strategies can be
found in the literature, some of which may be of interest to
the reader. Royan et al.10 have utilized the wavelet-based
hierarchical LOD models to implement view-dependent
progressive streaming for both client-server and P2P net-
working scenarios. In an earlier work, Gioia, Aubaut, and
Bouville proposed to reconstruct wavelet-encoded large
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)2
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eshes in real time in a view-dependent manner for visu-
lization by combining local update algorithms, cache man-
gement, and client/server dialog.11 A good and advanced
pplication of wavelets to real-time data for terrain visual-
zation can be found in the work of Kim and Ra.12 The
uthors rely on restricted quad-tree triangulation for surface
pproximation. The focus of their work is, however, the
hird dimension, i.e., DEM, and suffers from a lack of in-
egration with the texture.

For the embedding method, we are opting for data hid-
ng to unify disparate visualization data, but it must be
oted that we are not employing data hiding for copyright
pplication nor concealing the existence of a message �ste-
anography�. Of the data-hiding techniques, most likely the
SB-based methods offer higher perceptual transparency as

ar as blind nonremovable embedding is concerned. This is,
owever, accompanied by a marginal loss of data. There-
ore, to get the maximum in terms of perceptual transpar-
ncy and robustness, we are opting for a different blind
mbedding strategy that may not necessarily be nonremov-
ble. To this end, it is proposed here to employ a SS data-
iding strategy pioneered by Cox, Miller, and Bloom.13 The
S methods offer high robustness at the expense of cover
uality, but this quality loss is reversible, since the embed-
ed data can be removed after recovery. The proposed
daptive synchronization is helpful in improving the quality
f the range data approximation for a given texture ap-
roximation. The range data error can thus be reduced at
he expense of texture quality, but since the data-hiding step
s reversible, the highest possible texture quality is still re-
lizable.

An overview of the method is described in Sec. 2.1.
ection 2.1 depicts the viewpoint analysis for the adapta-

ion of synchronization, while the embedding and the de-
oding processes are explained in Secs. 2.2 and 2.3, respec-
ively. The reconstruction procedure is outlined in Sec. 2.4.

.1 Overview of the Method
uppose an N�N texture image has a depth map of
�m coefficients. In the spatial domain, let each of the

oefficients correspond to a t� t pixel block of the related

Fig. 1 Global overvie
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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texture, where t=N /m. Suppose the texture is to be
JPEG2000 coded at DWT decomposition level L, implying
R=L+1 resolutions. Let us apply lossless DWT to the
range coefficients at level L�, where L��L.

For embedding, we interrupt the JPEG2000 coding of
the texture after the DWT step, as illustrated in Fig. 1, and
use one of the transformed YCrCb components as a carrier
for embedding. The carrier �C� is partitioned into m�m
equal-sized block, Bi,j with size dependent on the value of
L�. If L�=L, then C consists of the whole of the selected
component�s� and embedding block size remains t� t,
since no subband is excluded from the possible data inser-
tion. Otherwise, for L��L, only a subset of subbands—the
lowest 3L�+1 of the original 3L+1 after excluding the re-
maining 3�L−L�� higher frequency subbands—constitute

C, and Bi,j has a reduced size of t /2�L−L��� t /2�L−L��. Care
must be taken of the fact that block size must be large
enough to reliably recover the embedded data after corre-
lation. This decision about the choice of L� is especially
important in the case of terrain visualization, where a view-
point analysis may be quite useful to ascertain the maxi-
mum tolerable error in the DEM that would in turn deter-
mine the extent to which the synchronization must be
adapted. Hence the important factors in reaching a decision
are based on the value of L�, the block size, and the in-
volvement or otherwise more than one YCrCb component
in embedding. Our strategy is aimed at the best 3-D visu-
alization as a function of the network connection and the
computing resources of the client. The proposed adaptive
approach to embed the range data in the DWT texture is a
function of the distance D between the viewpoint and the
depth map. The latter’s quality is evaluated with the root
mean square error �RMSE� in length units. As pointed out
in some recently published works,14 even today the acqui-
sition of the DEM for 3-D terrain visualization is error
prone and it is difficult to get a RMSE less than 1 m. To
calculate the maximum acceptable RMSE for an optimal
3-D visualization, we rely on the distance D between the
viewpoint and the depth map, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and
the visual acuity �VA� of the human visual system �HVS�.

e encoding process.
w of th
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)3
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isual acuity is the spatial resolving capacity of the HVS. It
ay be thought of as the ability of the eye to see fine

etails. There are various ways to measure and specify vi-
ual acuity, depending on the type of acuity task used. VA is
imited by diffraction, aberrations, and photoreceptor den-
ity in the eye.15 In this work, for the HVS we assume that
he VA corresponds to an arc �VA of 1 min �1�
1 /60 deg�. Then for a distance D, the level of detail

LOD� is:

OD = 2 � D � tan��VA� . �1�

or example, in the case of terrain visualization, if D
3 m then LOD=87�10−4 m, and if D=4 km then LOD
1.164 m. For our application, illustrated in Fig. 2, if we
ant to see all the depth map, we have a relation between
and the size of the range data �width=E m�:

= 2 � D � tan��/2� . �2�

sually the field of view of the HVS is �=60 deg. For
xample, if E=3200 m, then D=2771.28 m.

For 3-D visualization, we should take into account the
esolution of the screen in pixels. As illustrated in Fig. 2, if
e have an image or a screen with p pixels for each row,

hen the LOD � in p is:

=
E/2

tan��/2�
� tan��/p� . �3�

ith �=60 deg, E=3200 m, and a resolution of 320 pixels
for a PDA, for example�, we have a LOD �=9.07 m.
hen, in this context, for our application we can assume

hat a RMSE near 9 m is acceptable for the DEM in the
ase of terrain visualization. Notice that we generate a con-
ervative bound by placing an error of the maximum size as
lose to the viewer as possible with an orthogonal projec-
ion of the viewpoint on the depth map. We also assume
hat the range data model is globally flat, and that the ac-
uracy between the center and the border of the depth map
s the same. In reality, the analysis should be different, and
art of the border should be cut as explained by Ref. 16 in

θ

Ε

D

ε

p pixels

Fig. 2 Visualization of a depth map from a viewpoint.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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a particular case of a cylinder. Anyhow, the value of D
would help us to reach a decision about the value of L�.

2.2 Embedding Step
The process of embedding is made in a given DWT-domain
range data coefficient of the carrier C, which is one or more
of the YCrCb components of the transformed texture. The
criteria for ascertaining the carrier depends on L�, t, and �,
where � is the number of bits assigned to represent a single
DWT-domain range data coefficient. If T is the threshold on
the number of carrier coefficients needed to embed a single
bit, then algorithm 1 proposes a solution to choose only one
or three components.

Algorithm 1. A subroutine to choose component �s� for
embedding.

1. If �t 2 /22�L−L���T�� then

2. select for C one of the three YCrCb components

3. else

4. if �T�� t 2 /22�L−L���T� /3� then

5. C is constituted by the three YCrCb components

6. else

7. A4S embedding may not be convenient

8. end if

9. end if.

The choice whether to embed in the Y or Cr/Cb plane
depends on the fact that Y plane embedding would distort
the encoded image, while chrominance plane embedding
would escalate the final file size. Neither is the former a
serious issue, as embedding is removable, nor is the latter,
since it may matter only when L�=L.

The embedding process of a DEM coefficient in a given
block �size= t2 /22�L−L��� is elaborated by the flowchart
given in Fig. 3. Since one coefficient is embedded per
t /2�L−L��� t /2�L−L�� block, each Bi,j is repartitioned into as
many subblocks �bk� as there are number of bits used to
represent a single transformed coefficient. Each of bk from
Bi,j would carry the k’th bit 	k of the transformed range
altitude di,j. Embedding depends on a key generating a
pseudorandom matrix W with entries from the set �
 ,−
�.
The matrix W has the same size as bk, i.e., W= �yuv�n�n,
where yuv� �
 ,−
�. The scalar 
 is referred to as the
strength of embedding. If the bit to embed 	k is 1, then
matrix W is added to the matrix bk, otherwise W is sub-
tracted from bk. The result is a new matrix bk� that replaces
bk as a subblock in the embedded block Bi,j� of the marked
carrier C�.

Two factors are important here. First is the DWT level
�L�� of transformed range data before embedding, which is
a tradeoff between the final texture quality and its range
data quality. At the decoding end, the quality of the range
data would depend on the difference between L and L�. The
larger the difference �L−L��, the higher the quality will be
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)4
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nd vice versa. Second is the value of 
, since a larger 

eans high degradation of the watermarked texture. This

econd factor is, however, of secondary importance since
he embedded message �M� after recovery will be used to
orrect any loss in texture quality. So, no matter how much
egradation is there, the reconstructed texture should be of
he highest possible quality.

.3 Decoding Step
he prior coded image can be utilized like any other
PEG2000 image and sent across any communication chan-
el. The decoding is more or less converse to the previous
rocess. Just before the inverse DWT stage of the
PEG2000 decoder, the range data can be extracted from
� using the previously mentioned partitioning scheme,

.e., Bi,j� blocks and their bk� subblocks. Figure 4 shows the
owchart for the recovery of a range altitude di,j from sub-
locks bk� of Bi,j� and eventual reconstruction of bi,j, and
ltimately Bi,j. A given k’th subblock bk� and also the matrix

can be treated as a column/row vector, and the Pearson’s
orrelation coefficient17 � can be computed. If � is closer to
1 than 1, then the embedded bit 	 was a 0, otherwise it
as a 1. Once this is determined, then it is obvious that
hat were the entries of bk, i.e., if 	 is 0, then add W to bk�,
therwise subtract W from bk�.

Algorithm 2. Embedding of the range data coefficient
i,j in the corresponding block Bi,j.

. Begin

. get the �i , j�’th partition Bi,j of the cover and the corresponding
16 bit coefficient di,j

. partition Bi,j to 16 subblock, b0 ,b1 , . . .b15

. for k←0 to 15 do

. read the k’th bit 	k of the DEM coefficient di,j

. if 	k=0 then

. set bk�←bk−W/*W is a one-time pseudorandomly
constructed matrix*/

. else

. set bk
l ←bk+W

0. end if

1. replace bk by bk� in the block Bi,j, which will ultimately change
to Bi,j�

2. end for

3. replace Bi,j by Bi,j� in the cover

4. end.

.4 Reconstruction Step
ow comes the reconstruction phase, where by the appli-

ation of 0-padding, one can have L+1 and L�+1 different
pproximation images of texture and their range data, re-
pectively. This is where one achieves the scalability goal.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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Our method is based on the assumption that it is not nec-
essary that all the subbands are available for reconstruction,
i.e., only a part of C� is on hand. This is one of the main
advantages of the method, since the range data and the
texture can be reconstructed with even a small subset of the
coefficients of the carrier. The resolution scalability of
wavelets and the synchronized character of our method en-
able a 3-D visualization, even with fewer than original res-
olution layers as a result of partial or delayed data transfer.
The method thus enables us to effect visualization from a
fraction of data in the form of the lowest subband of a
particular resolution level, since it is always possible to
stuff 0s for the higher bands. The idea is to have a 3-D
visualization utilizing lower frequency subbands at level
L�, say, where L��L. For the rest of L−L�, part one can
always pad a 0 for each of their coefficients. The inverse
DWT of the 0-stuffed transform components will yield
what is known as an image of approximation of level L�.
Before this, as depicted by algorithm 3, data related to the
third dimension, i.e., range data, must be extracted whose
size depends on both L� and L�. Thus if L��L�, one will
always have the entire set of the embedded altitude, since
all of them will be extractable. We would have a level 0
approximate final range map after inverse DWT of the
highest possible quality. On the other hand, if L��L�, one
would have to pad 0s for all coefficients of higher L�−L�
subbands of a transformed range map before inverse DWT,
which would result in a level L�-approximate range data of
an inferior quality.

Algorithm 3. The reconstruction process via 0-padding.

1. Begin

2. read the coded texture data corresponding to level-L� subbands

3. decode to extract the range data that may correspond to L� or
a larger level L�+�, where ��0 depends on the extent of
adaptation

4. for both the texture and extracted range data do

5. initialize cl to L� if dealing with texture or to L�+�, otherwise

6. stuff a 0 for every coefficient of the subbands with level�cl

7. apply inverse DWT to the result

8. add the result with the �cl−1� approximation to get the �cl�
approximation

9. end for

10. end.

3 Experimental Results and Analyses

We have applied our method to examples from two areas,
namely terrain and facial visualizations, with the results
presented and analyzed in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In
Sec. 3.3, we take the allowable limit of adaptation and ap-
ply the method to a set of 3-D texture/range data pairs, and
analyze the robustness offered by our method.
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)5
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.1 Terrain Visualization
e have chosen the example texture/DEM pair given in

ig. 5 to try various possible adaptations in embedding. We
re using a tiling approach: each DEM and texture are de-
omposed in small parts to facilitate the transfer between
he server and clients. The DEM �Fig. 5�a�� is shown in the
orm of a 32�32 grayscale image, where the whiteness
etermines the height of the altitude. The corresponding
exture �Fig. 5�b�� has a size of 3072�3072 pixels, imply-
ng one DEM coefficient per 96�96 texture block, i.e., t
96. For the purpose of comparison, a 256�256 pixel por-

ion, at �1000, 1500� coordinates, is magnified as shown in
ig. 5�c�. Figure 5�d� illustrates a 3-D view obtained with

he help of the texture/DEM pair. We chose to subject the
exture to reversible JPEG2000 encoding at L=4 that
ould give us five possible resolutions �13 subbands� based
n 1, 4, 7, and 10 lowest frequency or all of the 13 sub-
ands.

For fully synchronous embedding, all 13 subbands of the
elected component were utilized in embedding, and thus
he DEM was subjected to lossless DWT at level L�=L
4 to give 13 subbands. The embedding block Bi,j then had

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the DWT domain SS embed
lowest 3L�+1 texture subbands.

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the recovery of the depth c
block B� of the lowest 3L�+1 texture subbands
i,j

ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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a size of 96�96 for the embedding of one 16-bit trans-
formed DEM coefficient, which means a 24�24 subblock
�bk� per DEM bit. Since bk is large enough, the needed
strength/amplitude �
� of embedding is smaller and the
quality of the luminance/chrominance component will not
deteriorate much. For our example, it was observed that
100% successful recovery of the embedded message is re-
alized when 
=2 for embedding chrominance component
�Cr/Cb�, as against 
=8 for embedding luminance compo-
nent �Y�. The overall quality of the watermarked texture
was observed to be better �44.39 dB� for Cr/Cb than for Y
�26.53 dB�. This quality difference is not that important,
however, since the original texture is almost fully recover-
able from the watermarked texture. On the other hand,
there is a risk that embedding in Cr/Cb may eventually
inflate the size of the coded image. This risk was, however,
not that important for this example, since the observed bi-
trate was found to be only marginally escalated in the fully
synchronized case—14.81 bpp compared to 14.55 bpp for
any adaptation. The texture bitrate is thus independent of
the extent of adaptation in partially synchronized cases.

f the depth coefficient di,j in the block Bi,j of the

nt di,j and the block Bi,j from the SS embedded
ding o
oefficie
.

Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)6
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his is probably due to the exclusion of the three largest
ubbands from embedding; these bands, incidentally, have
he highest probability of zero coefficients.

On the reintroduction of marked Y or Cr/Cb to the
PEG2000 pipeline, we get our watermarked texture image
n JPEG2000 format. From this image one can have five
ifferent approximation images for both the DEM and tex-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

ig. 5 Example images: �a� 32�32 DEM, �b� 3072�3072 pixel tex-
ure, �c� a 256�256 pixel detail of �b�, �d� a corresponding 3-D view.

(a)

Fig. 6 Texture quality as a function of: �a� level
meters.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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ture. The level-l ��L� approximate image is the one that is
constructed with �1 /4l��100% of the total coefficients that
correspond to the available lower 3�L− l�+1 subbands. For
example, a level-0 approximate image is constructed from
all the coefficients, and a level-2 approximate image is con-
structed from 6.12% of the count of the initial coefficients.
Since the embedded data are removable, one gets the high-
est possible qualities for all the texture approximations but
not for the DEM, as its quality depends on our embedding
strategy. Figure 6�a� shows the variations in texture quality
as a function of the level of approximation. Since we have
been able to extract the texture coefficients with 100% ac-
curacy, any quality loss observed after that is not due to the
proposed method, but external factors like the nature of
texture, or types of wavelet employed by the JPEG2000
codec.

The sensitive nature of DEM compels us to avoid too
much loss in its quality. For improved DEM quality, we had
to adjust the synchronization, and rather than persisting
with L�=4, we went for L��4, which meant exclusion of
3�4−L�� highest frequency subbands of the carrier from
embedding; the synchronization was now maintainable be-
tween all the 3L�+1 subbands of DEM and the subset
3L�+1 lowest subbands of the carrier. Obviously, dimen-
sions of Bi,j and bk were dyadically reduced by a factor of
24−L�, which led to an increase in the value of 
 and an
eventual degradation in the quality of the coded texture. As
described in Sec. 2.3, the most important step of our ap-
proach is to adapt the synchronization. In other words, the
objective of the step is to find the lower bound for L�. This
bound depends on the texture-to-DEM size ratio and also
on how much distortion in the carrier is reversible, i.e.,
bounds of 
. For our example, the lowest quality for the
coded texture—13.40 dB with 
=64 for the Y carrier
�Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�� and 31.47 dB with 
=16 for the Cr
carrier �Figs. 7�c� and 7�d��—was observed at L�=1. The
reason is that all the information had to be embedded in just

(b)

roximation of texture and �b� RMSE of DEM in
of app
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)7
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our lowest energy and smallest subbands, implying a size
f 3�3 for bk with 
=64 for the Y carrier and 
=16 for a
r/Cb carrier. Beyond this bound �L�=0, i.e., spatial do-
ain�, the block size did not allow for the recovery of the

mbedded message. Figure 6�b� illustrates the trend in tex-
ure quality as a function of the DEM error for various
ossible values of L�. To judge the DEM quality, root mean
quare error �RMSE� in meters �m�, as explained in Sec.
.1, was adopted as a measure. It can be observed that for
he same texture quality, one can have various DEM quali-
ies depending on L�, the level of DEM decomposition be-
ore embedding. The smaller the L�, the higher the degree
f adaptation in synchronization and hence higher is the
esultant DEM quality. With our approach, by using the
xample given in Fig. 5, the RMSE of the five possible
EM approximations, i.e., levels 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, were

ound to be 0, 3.18, 6.39, 11.5, and 22.88 m, respectively.
or full synchronization, as presented in Ref. 9, the worst
EM quality, 22.88 m, results when one goes for a 3-D
isualization from level-four approximate texture, as the
orresponding DEM will also be four-approximate. But
ven with one step adjustment, this quality is twice im-
roved, and for L�=3, both the three and four approximate
exture images have three approximate DEM with RMSE
11.5 m. Go a step further, and the maximum DEM error
ill be reduced to 6.39 m. Hence with adaptive synchroni-

ation, one can have a high quality DEM even for very low
uality texture or, more precisely, the same quality DEM

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

ig. 7 Texture after embedding in: �a� Y plane �
=64� with PSNR
13.40 dB, �b� its 256�256 detail, �c� Cr plane �
=16� with
SNR=31.47 dB, and �d� its 256�256 detail.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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for all the approximation images at levels �L�. Figure 8
shows the trend in texture quality for a given DEM error
�3.18 m� as a function of bitrate. For the sake of compari-
son, we also show the graph when the texture and its DEM
are coded separately. A level-one approximate separately
encoded DEM corresponds to 0.36 bpp, and this is exactly
the escalation for each point on the graph. In other words,
for the example in hand, our method can give an advantage
of 0.36 bpp in bitrate for a given PSNR. Note that we can
have a texture/DEM pair with even a bitrate as low as
0.06 bpp and even 0.27 bpp with our method. Images cor-
responding to a DEM error of 3.18 m are shown in Fig. 9
and the resultant 3-D visualizations are illustrated in Fig.
10. It can be seen that with even a tiny fraction of the total
coefficients �as low as 0.40%, i.e., Figs. 9�h� and 9�i�, and
Fig. 10�e��, a fairly commendable visualization can be re-
alized.

The maximum error in RMSE of the DEM tolerable by
an observer is a function of the distance of the observer,
i.e., the viewpoint D. This threshold is mainly dependent on
the human visual system �HVS� and for this reason, the
analysis given in Sec. 2.1 is extremely useful to adapt the
synchronization.

3.2 Application to Three-Dimensional Face
Visualization

For comparable dimensions of the texture and depth map,
we opt for a face visualization example. In this context, we
applied our method to a set of examples of more 100 mod-
els from the FRAV3D18 database, each consisting of a
512�512 face texture and a corresponding 64�64 depth
map of 8-bit coefficients. Two examples are given in Fig.
11. Thus one depth map coefficient corresponds to an 8
�8 texture block, which means that the margin for adapta-
tion is narrow. Hence, even if we involve all the three
planes �i.e., YCrCb� in embedding, we can adapt, at most,
by one level with a SS embedding. The 8-bit depth map

Fig. 8 Comparison between the proposed method and separate
coding for the variation in texture quality as a function of its bitrate
for a DEM error of 3.18 m.
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)8
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as subjected to level-L� lossless DWT before embedding
n the three DWT-domain components from the JPEG2000
oder. To ensure accuracy, we expand the word size for
ach of the transformed depth map coefficients by one ad-
itional bit, and represent it in 9 bits that are then equally
istributed among the three planes for embedding. Taking
=4 would imply L�=4 for synchronous embedding, and

(b) (c)

(f) (g)

Fig. 9 Approximations corresponding to the 3.
embedded in the lowest 3L�+1 DWT domain s
L−1 approximate texture �4.29 bpp� with L�=4,
g� L−3 approximate texture �0.27 bpp� with L�
L�=1.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-
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L�=3 for a one-level adaptation in synchronous embed-
ding. To embed one bit, the former would manipulate about
21 while the latter about five coefficients of Y, Cr, or Cb
plane in the DWT domain.

For the set of face examples, the maximum of the lowest
value of 
 needed for the 100% recovery of the embedded
data was found to be 26 for the synchronous case and 45

(d) (e)

(h) (i)

rror DEM �L−1 approximate�: level-L� DEM is
s of level-four Cr-texture. �a� L−1 DEM, �b, c�
−2 approximate texture �1.1 bpp� with L�=3, �f,
, i� L−4 approximate texture �0.066 bpp� with
(a)

18-m e
ubband
�d, e� L
=2, �h
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)9
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or the adaptive synchronous case. The resultant water-
arked JPEG2000 format image was degraded to a mean
SNR of 17.15 dB for the former and a mean PSNR of
5.16 dB for the latter. Even with that much distortion, the
eversible nature of the method enabled us to fully recover
he embedded data on one hand and achieve the maximum
ossible quality in case of the texture, i.e., with a PSNR of
nfinity, on the other. Figure 12�a� plots the PSNR against
he level of approximation for the reconstruction of texture.
t can be seen that even a texture reconstructed with as low
s 0.39% of the transmitted coefficients has a PSNR of
round 30 dB. The advantage of adaptation is evident from
he fact that, as shown in Fig. 12�b� for the same texture
uality, even one-level adaptation offers far better depth
ap quality compared to full synchronization.
The evident edge of the adaptive strategy in depth map

uality is conspicuous by the comparison of 3-D visualiza-
ions illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14. The latter is always
etter by one level �four times, roughly� as far as depth map
uality is concerned. Hence with the same number of trans-
itted coefficients, one gets the same level-l approximate

exture for the two cases, but the one-level adaptive case
ould have a level-l−1 approximate depth map compared

o the relatively inferior level-l approximate depth map for
he fully synchronized case.

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

ig. 10 3-D visualization corresponding to Fig. 9. �a� L−1 approxi-
ate DEM-3.18-m error, �b� L−1 approximate texture

L�=4�—4.29 bpp, �c� L−2 approximate texture �L�=3�—1.1 bpp,
d� L−3 approximate texture �L�=2�—0.27 bpp, and �e� L−4 ap-
roximate texture �L�=1�—0.066 bpp.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-1
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3.3 Robustness Analysis
The main purpose of employing an SS strategy was to im-
prove the robustness of the embedded texture against noisy
transmission and image manipulation. In the latter case,
attacks are typically aimed at the change of image format,
e.g., to JPEG, and cropping. We believe that our method

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 11 Two examples of face visualization: �a� and �e� 64�64
depth maps, �b� and �f� 512�512 pixel face textures, �c� and �g� the
corresponding 3-D meshes, and �d� and �h� 3-D views.
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)0
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ives us the sought-after robustness. In this section we are
ubjecting the marked texture to various manipulations to
scertain the claimed robustness. For the sake of brevity,
e use the nomenclature described in Table 1 to represent
arious manners of the DWT domain embedding of the
ange data in the texture, e.g., desynY implies DWT do-
ain embedding of range data coefficients in the Y plane of

exture, excluding the three highest frequency subband co-
fficients �75% of the total�.

Our method was applied to a set of 300 tiles correspond-
ng to the region of Bouches du Rhône in France provided
y IGN,19 Paris, France. All the tiles were composed of a
024�1024 pixel texture and a corresponding DEM of
2�32 16-bit altitudes. All the textures were subjected to
evel-four �L=4� decomposition in the JPEG2000 codec.
he DEM were DWTed at level L�=4 for synY and synCr,
nd L�=3 for desynY and desynCr. For each pair we deter-
ined the minimum of 
 needed for 100% recovery of the

mbedded coefficients. For all such 
’s, we determined the
inimum �
min� and maximum �
max� in the set images for

ach case, as given in Table 2. It can be observed from the
SNR values given in the table that the Y-plane embedding
nd larger 
 distort the texture more. Although the embed-
ed message is fully removable, we still need to maintain
he quality of the encoded texture, and that is why we
ettled for different 
max for each case. Otherwise, the glo-
al maximum 
max=49 would have been a better choice.
ence, for the sake of comparison, we then carried out

mbedding in the example set of textures at 
max conform-
ng to Table 2 for each of the four embedding cases. The
atermarked JPEG2000 coded textures were then subjected

o robustness attacks.

(a)

Fig. 12 Variation in the texture quality as a func
extracted depth map.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-1
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3.3.1 Resistance to JPEG compression

To show the intensity of the JPEG compression, we have
plotted the average PSNR of the distorted texture against
the quality factor of compression, as shown in Fig. 15�a�. It
can be observed that for all four cases, the trend is identi-
cal, although the desynY case performs comparatively bet-
ter at higher qualities. But since the embedding is remov-
able, it is the integrity of the embedded data, i.e., DEM,
which is important and that is why we have plotted the
average bit error rate �BER� of the recovered DEM as a
function of the JPEG quality factor in Fig. 15�b�. The rea-
son is that the abscissa going beyond 100% is for the pur-
pose of representing the no-attack case, which must have a
BER of zero. It can be observed that cases most sensitive to
JPEG compression are the cases where embedding was car-
ried out in the chrominance plane �desynCr, synCr�, and
even 100% quality factor of compression can result in sig-
nificant errors. In contrast, Y-plane embedding offers high
robustness, with desynY being the most robust.

3.3.2 Robustness against Gaussian noise addition

The amount of distortion as a result of the Gaussian noise
can be judged from Fig. 16�a�, where the embedding in-
volving the U/V plane is least distorted, but again it is the
quality of the retrieved DEM that matters. We have sub-
jected the watermarked textures to a zero-mean Gaussian
noise at standard deviations �s� in the range 0.1 to 50.
Figure 16�b� shows the graph where the mean BER is
plotted as a function of , with both axes drawn on a

(b)

�a� its approximation level and �b� RMSE of the
tion of:
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)1
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ogarithmic scale. In general all the cases are robust until
bout =0.8, which is quite a large value. Beyond this
alue, robustness varies from case to case, with the fully
ynchronous cases being the most robust.

(a)

(b)

(c)

ig. 13 Overlaying level-l approximate texture on the extracted
evel-l approximate depth map: �a� level 1, �b� level 2, and �c� level
.

ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-1
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3.3.3 Prospects of cropping
The robustness demonstrated is equally valid for cropping,
and we have been able to recover all the coefficients em-
bedded in a cropped patch, provided that the following con-
straints were met:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14 Overlaying level-l approximate texture on the extracted
level �l−1� approximate depth map: �a� level 1, �b� level 2, and �c�
level 3.
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)2
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1. The cropped patch has dimensions that are multiples
of PD, where:

PD = �1 + 3	
i=0

L−1

4i
1/2

� t/2�L−L��. �4�

2. Each patch coordinate during the cropping must be a
multiple of PD.

Calculating PD is necessary, since the embedding is
one in the level-L DWT domain, and one would need the
hole tree corresponding to a given coefficient. We know

hat each tree has as its root a coefficient from the lowest
requency subband and a set of sibling nodes. The root has
hree child nodes and each child, with the exception of
eaves, has four child nodes. On part of the watermarked
exture, all this amounts to an area of 1+3	i=0

L−14i times the
exture block size used for embedding each coefficient,
hich is equal to t /2�L−L��� t /2�L−L��.
The recovery of the DWT-domain DEM has always

een in its entirety, but here comes another hurdle—the

Table 1 Nomenclature.

Name synY synCr desynY desynCr

Embedding plane Y CrCb Y CrCb

L−L� 0 0 1 1

xcluded subbands Nil Nil LH1, HL1, HH1 LH1, HL1, HH1

(a)

Fig. 15 Robustness of the embedded texture to
data quality.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-1
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classical image boundary problem—which prevents us
from getting the exact inverse DWT. JPEG2000 has been
supporting two kinds of transforms:20,21 the reversible
integer-to-integer Daubechies �5 /3� and the irreversible
real-to-real Daubechies �9 /7�, with the former being loss-
less and the latter being lossy. The standard follows a lifting
approach,21,22 for DWT in a separable rather than nonsepa-
rable manner, and approximations are inevitable at bound-
aries. In 2-D, the upper and lower boundaries of a given
subband have to be approximated both horizontally and
vertically. The module for inverse DWT usually takes into
account these approximations, and the inverse must be ex-
actly the same as the initial if the transform is supposed to
be reversible. It is here that our problem starts, because
even though we have recovered all the coefficients without
any error, the inverse transform will still yield false coeffi-
cients at subband interfaces and borders. These errors are
not affordable, as DEM is critical data. To elaborate further,
let us take a visualization scenario where a number of tex-
ture images are to be tiled together for the visualization of

Table 2 Extreme values of 
 for various embedding scenarios.

Case synY synCr desynY desynCr


min 12 32 4 10


max 21 49 8 13

Mean PSNR
�coded texture�

18.25
dB

12.90
dB

32.94
dB

30.23
dB

(b)

compression: �a� texture quality and �b� range
JPEG
Apr–Jun 2010/Vol. 19(2)3
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very large area. If we are focused at a single tile, its
isualization may be rendered at full resolution but its eight
eighboring tiles need not be visualized at full resolution if
esources are limited. Now if suddenly the focus is changed
r expanded �the observer recedes back�, parts of the neigh-
oring tiles have to be visualized. These parts will always
orrespond to corners of one or more neighboring tiles, and
t is here our method can be helpful, since with our ap-
roach corners can more reliably be visualized via crop-
ing. Figure 17 graphically illustrates different focus situa-
ions, with the circle representing the focus and the
ectangle with broken borders representing the minimum
rea that must be rendered for visualization.

Let us suppose the Grand Canyon example is to be ren-
ered at the bottom-right tile in the situation given in Fig.
7�a�. Let the needed upper left corner corresponds to an
rea less than 256�256 pixels. Let the texture embedded
ynchronously at L=2, which would mean in light of the
iscussion in the beginning of this section, that after extrac-

(a)

Fig. 16 Robustness to a zero-mean Gaussian
quality and �b� range data quality.

Original viewpoint Orig

Sh

(a)

Fig. 17 Changing field of view: �a� focus
ournal of Electronic Imaging 023011-1
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tion from a 256�256 pixel texture patch and then inverse
DWT, the DEM patch would be accurate but for the last
three rows and columns of the coefficients. Figure 18 com-
pares the 3-D visualization obtained by decoding and ex-
tracting the cropped patch by our method with that obtained
from the original DEM corresponding to the patch.

4 Conclusion
In this work we present an efficient adaptive method to hide
3-D data in a texture file to have a 3-D visualization and to
transmit data in a standardized way, defined by the open
Geospatial Consortium.23 The proposed method has the pe-
culiarity of being robust and imperceptible, simultaneously.
The high strength of embedding goes somewhat against
security, but that has never been the goal. With adaptation
in synchronization, higher quality of the depth map is en-
sured, but the extent of adaptation is strictly dependent on
the embedding factor. The more the range data size ap-

(b)

at various standard deviations ��: �a� texture

point
w viewpoint

New viewpoint

Original viewpoint

Receding

(c)

, �b� shift focus, and �c� viewer recedes.
noise
inal view
Ne

ift

(b)

center
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roaches that of the texture, one is compelled to elevate the
trength of embedding, and if the trend goes, the prospect
f using SS embedding may gradually diminish before in-
olving more than one YCrCb planes in embedding.

The quality offered by the method for various approxi-
ations is the ultimate, as 100% of the texture and depth
ap coefficients are recoverable. Beyond that, one would

ave to look forward to the use of some other, more effi-
ient special wavelet transforms in the JPEG2000 codec by
ngineering some plug-in. Ideally, these wavelets must of-
er the lowest quality gap between the various resolution
evels. The robustness studies seem to be really interesting,
specially in the case of cropping, where an effort is made
o realize a 3-D visualization with a small patch cropped
rom the encoded image. One of our future undertakings
hould underline the need to further investigate the robust-
ess, with special reference to the cropping scenario dis-
ussed. In addition, our perspective must include the study
f the focus of the viewpoint.
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